
Advertisement for Tender Call

DBT has a comprehensive website on the programme area Aquaculture & Marine Biotechnology

(http://dbtmarineprog.gov.in/), which was launched in 2012. It has created good impact

among the scientific community working in the area of Aquaculture and Marine Biotechnology.

The efforts have been appreciated by the scientific community at large. The hosting of website

is now completing 05 years since it’s officially launching and therefore, it is desirable to have a

new engineered, dynamic website using latest ICT tools and techniques.

Tenders are therefore invited from the interested parties for reengineering the website using

latest ICT tools. The website will be CMS driven and dynamic in nature. Interested parties are

requested to go through the existing website (http://dbtmarineprog.gov.in/) and for any

clarification may visit DBT office, Room No. 521, 5th Floor, Block-III, CGO Complex,

Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003 between 27th-29th September, 2017 during office

hours.

Subsequently, the parties have to submit their proposal in two parts: a.) Technical and b.)

Commercial latest by 5.00 pm on 09.10.2017.

The Technical part must contain the followings:

1. Brief of company with numbers of technical resources

2. Similar websites already developed for government clients

3. Time to be taken for development of this proposed site (DBT prefers it to be 2-3

months)

4. Resource to be deployed for development this website

5. DBT expects the interaction with DBT officials in person in DBT office and not

telephonically.

6. One person to be posted onsite at DBT for post implementation hand holding issues

related to cloud hosting.

The Commercial bid must include the followings:

1. Security auditing of website by Government approved certain empanelled party

2. The party to get the site audited by temporarily at their location

3. The party has to provide one price inclusive of all taxes and others for developing and

man support for one year and other details.

4. The payment break up may please be considered as follows

20% after SRS and layout finalization, 30% after site approved by DBT, 25% after

security audited and go live and 25% after completion of one year of go live.


